Prevent, detect and respond
to sophisticated endpoint attacks
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Cyber attacks have evolved to a level of sophistication that can now bypass traditional endpoint protection. More
than one-third of cyber attacks are now non-malware based. This means that companies need managed
solutions that can overcome the stealthiest of threats, provide automatic protection and detection, and respond
to known and unknown attacks that target their endpoints.

Secure your endpoints everywhere
Our Managed EDR is a next-generation endpoint security solution that provides 24/7 threat detection and response
capabilities combined with top-rated machine learning and AI technologies delivered by an elite team of local experts.
It gives you an easy-to-manage and efﬁcient way to combat sophisticated attacks such as malware, exploits and
ransomware with cutting edge technology and globally certiﬁed experts.

Automatic advanced threat detection
The HKT Managed EDR service can protect, detect and respond to
sophisticated known, and unknown attacks automatically using
machine learning and AI techniques from data collected at the endpoint.

Fast and precise targeted incident response
By combining the right technologies and expertise, we can investigate
threats to a much deeper degree and accelerate targeted response
actions to eliminate threats with speed and precision.

Proactive defense by
globally trained experts
Our globally-certiﬁed, local experts proactively hunt for and validate
potential threats before they harm your endpoints. You can enjoy
peace of mind by off-loading the burden of managing your endpoints
to us at a reasonable price right now.

Holistic security protection with
Threat Management Services (TMS)
Our Next Generation Security Operations Center (NG SOC) continuously monitors and
proactively identiﬁes cyber threats and responds to incidents by managing not only
your endpoints, but also other data collected from networks and cloud. We provide
swift incident response and actionable recommendations to comply with regulations
and ensure your enterprise enjoys professional security protection.

Reshape your endpoint security now!
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